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When editing a wiki page, the wiki rating gets lost.

Status
 Closed

Subject
When editing a wiki page, the wiki rating gets lost.

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
Error

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Poll
Rating

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
xia

Volunteered to solve
Mike

Lastmod by
Mike

Rating
     (0) 

Description
under admin permissions:
If you edit a wiki page with a wiki rating, the old poll is deslected and a new poll is made with the
generic name 'rate it'.

This means the scores are reset to zero and the admin has to edit the page again and reselect the
old poll.

under registered permissions:
If you edit a wiki page with a wiki rating, the old poll is deslected and the page doesn't have a rating
anymore.

Wiki ratings is a very nice feature, but this is a showstopping bug.. I hope it isn't too hard to fix ;).

Solution
This is not a showstopper - but it is CONFIRMED!

Bug or feature? ;) See comments

-
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Update June 2007: Please re-test in 1.10cvs. It should be included that option in HEAD, right now....

Update 12/10/2007: This is now fixed in 1.9.8.3 cvs. Fix forthcoming for 1.10, but no eta as yet.

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
219

Created
Sunday 05 June, 2005 06:29:24 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Monday 10 December, 2007 06:40:28 GMT-0000

Comments

Damian Parker 05 Jun 05 09:35 GMT-0000

imho each wiki revision should have its own rating. To prevent content from being changed and thus a
false rating, maybe it should only retain the original poll when minor edit is checked before saving.

xia 07 Jun 05 14:35 GMT-0000

ah yes I didn't think of that, could it be set as an admin option.. as some rating options would speak for
themselves eg: what mode of transportation do u prefer? car, bike, bus.

otherwise it means an admin will have to babysit the page after every edit.

Bernhard Scholz 29 Apr 06 14:51 GMT-0000

Basically, you might want to set this as an option PER PAGE by an editor. Because, sometimes, pages
get ratings because of the supposed page content (e.g. a page is just important). Sometimes however,
the content itself is rated. In this case a modification to a page might completely redo the content, and
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then, the rating is not related to the current contend.

However, you should set a default, and to me the default would be: rate the page regardless of content
changes. This is propbably the one thing most users want.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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